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oi-tsuki, but these
things only could
be relied on in a
match governed
by rules and a
referee!
We learned how to
score points and
be careful not to
get disqualified by
hitting someone
too hard! So many
times, the value
or effectiveness of
our punch was
judged by a
referee, certainly
not by 'Did it put
him down?'

In view of the Olympic spectacle
of the decline of Taekwando as a
martial art, and looking at the
performances of Karate athletes
competing in the same Olympic
arena, only serves to underline
the thoughts I had some 50 years
ago in Asano sensei's Dojo.
Even back in those days, when I
fought as part of the Honbu
team, and also represented
British Universities Karate as a
full kumite international, I was
becoming well aware that there
were many techniques (including
throws other than ashi-barai)
strikes and kicks to 'dangerous'
targets, and various other tactics
which were simply not allowed
in competition.
Many of these waza, kicks to legs
- strikes to the throat - major
Judo throws - and so on, were
mostly not practiced at all in our
regular training!
So what? Well it was apparent to
me that you could be the most
athletic at bounding around, and
jumping in with supremely fast

At that time, grabbing and
holding was usually not accepted
except briefly, and any fighting
on the ground was absolutely
forbidden, as were locks and
chokes.
Even to the most successful
competition fighter, a few
moments thought would
underline just how few of the
many waza available in Kata or
even in the repertoire of the
defensive art of Karate were
actually being consistently
practiced.
And, in this milieu, rightly so!
Why would any sport Karate-ka
waste any time on things which
would not help in the pursuit of
medals and trophies?
I see today, in the Olympic
Karate shiai, that grabbing hold
of the opponent is now allowed,
but I saw no advantages gained
from this whatsoever - no major
throwing techniques -nothing! In
the street, being grabbed is
quite common, as it was
millennia ago, but what I saw in

these contests was that no-one
had benefited from this rule
change to allow them to gain any
advantage from the grabs!
So - in defensive terms, no gain
at all!
Unfortunately, especially I as
hugely enjoyed competing
myself, I am further convinced
that the pursuit of competitive
Karate is continuing the
weakening of the original
defensive art.
This is not however, an entirely
modern situation. Even back in
Okinawa there are examples of
Defensive Karate being looked
upon as some kind of throw-back
field art, when compared with
the trend towards emphasis upon
character development and Kata
rather than combat
effectiveness.
During the Edo Period (1603 1868) the Tokugawa Shogunate
had begun to recognize the
differences which had arisen
between the civilian samurai
elite of the Edo period who had
no actual combat experience,
and that of battle-hardened and
combat experienced, medieval
military retainers, to the extent
that they were distinguished by
the terminology of "Field
Warrior” (one who possesses
battlefield experience) and “Mat
Warrior” (a peacetime samurai
who practiced only in the Dojo)
Even way back then, the old
battlefield-driven skills were
starting to erode in favour of
less violent skills where the
emphasis became vested in the
manner of performance (Ritual)
rather than the effectiveness of
the outcome (Reality)!

Given that combat effectiveness
was no longer the supreme
guiding principle of martial arts,
it became inevitable that a
large number of potent and
dangerous waza were
superceded by just the outward
display of effectiveness. It is
quite obvious that this
movement is continuing.
Be that as it may, the recent
Olympics evoked this comment
by Kunio Uehara, general
secretary of the Association for
the Promotion of Traditional
Okinawan Karate: “Okinawan
karate is something that is
traditional that hasn’t and
shouldn’t be changed, kind of
like classical music, but sports
karate is more based on
appealing to the judge, so the
‘form’ often changes. Okinawan
karate is all about inner
dialogue and strengthening your
own mentality and not about
others.”(Rep - The Washington
Post).

Again, from sensei Choshin
Chibana: "In the old days we
trained Karate as self
protection, but now they train
Karate as a gymnastic sport. I
think we must avoid treating
Karate as a sport - it must be a
martial art at all times! Your
fingers and the tips of your toes
must be like arrows, your arms
must be like iron. You have to
think that if you kick, you try to
kick the enemy dead. If you
punch, you must thrust to kill.
If you strike, then you strike to
kill the enemy. This is the spirit
you need in order to progress in
your training."
You cannot maintain that
attitude and strength of spirit
whilst at the same time trying
NOT to hurt your opponent!
Again, it is salutary to
remember that the manner in
which Karate was developing
was, right from the beginning of
its move into mainland Japan,

one of controversy and divided
thinking.
We all acknowledge the huge
influence of one of Master
Funakoshi's teachers: Itosu
Ankoh on the development of
Funakoshi’s thinking and his
actual training; but in his time it
was also a strongly held opinion
that -for example - “Matsumura
Sōkon’s Karate was the original
real thing! (On the other hand)
Itosu Ankō’s method was riddled
with mistakes!”, furthermore
that: “After reaching the
condition as Okinawa Prefecture
(since 1879), the real deal
karate disappeared. Lately the
karate of the people of Shuri
was riddled with mistakes.”
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case, for even after the
successful introduction of the
new art (later denoted as
Shotokan) into Japan. It would
be a mistake to imagine that
Itosu’s student, Funakoshi's
determination not to teach or
encourage actual physical
combat was accepted and
welcomed by all!
Bō Hideo (who joined the
Universit stated the following in
his “Memorandum of My
Introduction to Karate-dō.”
“I remember that Shihan
Funakoshi’s instruction
consisted of various kata,
starting with “Pinan” Shodan,
some kumite - makiwara

Sensei Sai
Kaho
explains:
“In the
case of
Itosu Ankō
Shihan, he
created
the Heian
(Pinan)
kata, and
in the
Naihanchi
kata he
Kumite at Tokyo Imperial University
carried out
a process
of
educatio
nal reorganization, which is
thrusts, and other basic
why he divided it into three
movements, (and) a simple
levels.
version of today's yakusoku (prearranged) kumite.
If you look at these kata from
the perspective of the martial
Therefore, we couldn't get
arts of the Sōke of the Ryūkyū
enough of them, so we began to
era Sai clan, you might reflect
practice jiyū kumite, and to
on them as being arbitrary kata
wear kendō protective gear or
full of mistakes. However, Itosu
specially invented karate
Shihan, because he was a
protective gear to fight each
creative person active in the
other.
transition of the era and
From Shihan Funakoshi's point
considering it as Itosu-ryū, it is
of view, this was an
not a problem at all.”
unacceptable and evil practice.
In other words - Itosu was
He turned his face away and
creating his own style, so there
tried to stop us, but we were
was no problem!
too bloodthirsty to listen to his

words It was strictly forbidden
to engage in any kind of randori
practice” (today’s jū kumite).
Modern (Sport) Karate - in its
present format - emerged in the
period following the 2nd World
War. For many reasons - which
we will consider - it took hold;
first mainly in the Universities,
where it initially was considered
somehow a less-gentlemanly
'Martial art, compared with the
sword arts, and the newly
emergent art of Judo. It was
looked upon as a 'rough' and
brutal art.
This image was antithetical to
the aspirations of the most
significant of the sensei
introducing the art, who were
predominantly motivated to
project a less violent system
than that in Okinawa, heavily
based upon Kata and the
concepts of Zen interwoven
with promoting personal physical
and moral development.
The most prominent at this time
was, as we know, was Master
Funakoshi, who was central to
the decision to alter the
meaning of the Kanji for 'Kara'
(denoting an art with strong
Chinese influences) to the now
fully accepted meaning of
'empty’) When Keio University
formed a karate research group,
Master Funakoshi suggested that
the art be renamed Dai Nippon
Kempo Karate-dõ (“Great Japan
Fist-Method Empty-Hands Way”),
making use of the character for
“empty” rather than that for
“Chinese.”

Indeed, when some students of
Kenyukai Karate Club (Tokyo
Imperial University) began to
hold ju-kumite matches
Funakoshi promptly resigned his
position as Shihan!”
The repercussions of the
immersion in the 'New' type of
mainland Japanese Karate was
underlined when two members
of the Kenyukai Dojo returned on

a visit to Okinawa.(Miki Jisaburō
and Takada (Mutsu) Mizuho).
To their chagrin they found that
although they were accepted to
be taught Kata by senior sensei
(Kyan Chotoku and Oshiro Chojo)
all the Kata that they had
mastered in Japan, including the
Pinan (later Heian) Kata, were
completely denigrated.
During the period of his visit,
Jisaburo was left in no doubt at
all, that the main purpose of
karate was not, as it now
seemed under Funakoshi sensei,
the practice of Kata, but indeed
back in Okinawa it was Kumite.
Yabu Kentsu sensei stated:
“Kumite is not born from kata,
but kata is born from kumite,"
and declared, "Kata that is not
useful for kumite is not kata!”
(Fujiwara Ryōzō, "Miki Jisaburō,
Pioneer of Modern Karate-dō,
and Introduction to Kenpō',")
From the evidence, it would
appear that there was a long
history in Okinawa of Kumite
being a strong - if not the
central - feature of Karate. Yabu
himself as a young man often
going to other Dojo to challenge
them to Jissen (actual fights.)
His personal training seems to
have been to practice a Kata a
few times, then take part in a
practice match - not using any
protective equipment - with his
sensei, Matsumura.
It appears that his kumite owed
a great deal to instruction from
Master Matsumura Soken, and
was influenced also by training
with his fellow student Motobu
Choki!
Of course, this view of history
gives fascinating insights into the
confused ethos and philosophy of
early Karate, but it should also
provide authority for current
students to consider and indeed
question, the manner of the
training in which they may
currently be participating!
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Current sensei should
also consider their stances on
certain aspects upon which their
teaching might emphasize, when
they understand that during the
formative years of their art,
there was considerable
opposition to training in Kata
which - as Master Yabu Kentsu
put it: is not useful for kumite
(i.e. not functional defensive
karate) it is not kata!”
There is no doubt at all that in
these Olympics we have seen
some (selective) technique
demonstrated by superbly fit,
fast and practiced athletes - far
beyond the heights I ever
achieved even when gaining Kata
medals!
But - is it Karate?
And please do not waste your
breath trying to tell me that
should occasion demand then it
can be modified to become the
original lethal defensive art!
Under pressure you will sink to
the level of your training - not
rise to the level of your
aspirations!
Let’s take a brief look at Kata.
Some years ago Kata for major
event competitions were
‘simplified’ and ‘adapted’ (i.e.
‘changed’) in order to set
common examples to make
judging easier for the officials.
Naturally, this moved the
content even further from its
original defensive intent. Now
Kata were firmly to be seen as
‘performance art!’

Ryo Kiyuna - Olympic Gold

To give but one example of the
effect this achieved: we now see
- indubitably superbly executed
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waza, with powerful
concentrated centered on the
‘enemy!
Great - but now, instead of a
flurry of action intent on
finishing the attacker, we get
long, dramatic episodes of
stillness, signifying the control
and mindfulness of the
exponent! Very pretty!
However, I have never in my life
seen a fight play out in this
fashion. The ‘Rule of Combat’
is: Always keep moving!’
Ok - so just one more example of
the triumph of ‘Ritual over
Reality!’
Well - in the end where are we?
In effect, we have two distinct
forms of Karate - one a superb
and exciting rule-driven sport,
and the other, a devastatingly
powerful and effective defensive
art.

In this ‘Do or Die!’ USB & DVD set, sensei Vince Morris - an
acknowledged master of teaching effective defensive
techniques to Law Enforcement and Special Forces Groups
as well as Martial Artists all over the world
-

It may - with care - be possible
to navigate some form of both
paths, but in my view, you will
probably end up with the worst
of all scenarios.

- changes his usual format - of analyzing and explaining
the techniques (Bunkai) of a specific Kata - and here gives
an insight into exactly what is required to make everyone's
Both students and sensei should personal defensive tactics much more dynamic, fast and
be well aware of the
effective in the real world!
differences, and of both the
plusses and negatives of
following either path!
Good luck!
Vince Morris © 2021.

With graphic examples. a long way away from the safety
and control of the Dojo, sensei Vince provides detailed
information on exactly how to deal with the most
dangerous of attacks, including those with weapons!
Using clips from Law Enforcement and Social media
including many from Police Training seminars and Kissakikai seminars you get a detailed look at how techniques
should be executed, as well as why they should be done
that way.
As usual, sensei Vince has his own inimitable way of
presenting knowledge and fun combined with ruthless
reality!

Clip from ‘Do or Die’ USB / DVD
’www.kissakikarate.com/shop

Deliberately going over important techniques until
understanding is achieved, means you cannot help but
become more effective in Reality, not Ritual.
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Just a few of the Books and DVDs
by sensei Vince available on the

See FREE PROMOs of the
DVDS on Youtube - Go to
KISSAKIKAI and check them
out .

Website:
www.kissakikarate.com/shop.htm

When survival is at stake Learn how to make it work for you!
USBs and DVD Set

www.kissakikarate.com/shop
For years Kissaki-Kai offered an
On-line, Distance-learning Website
which, for a small sum, gave members
monthly downloads of video training in
all elements and levels of the basics
which comprise the system.
Each session concentrated on some of
the elements which make Kissaki-Kai
special, going more deeply into exactly
how to make the techniques work for
you!
This is invaluable to all who want to
master Kissaki-Kai, but who do not live
near a Kissaki Dojo!

Special NEW LOWER PRICES
and BARGAIN BUNDLES Check them out! You can also see
many Promo videos on the

Kissakikai Youtube Site.
Also FREE One Minute Dojo episodes on www.kissakiusa.com

Eva and I want to wish you all Good Health and - perhaps as important - Good Spirits! The
end of Covid restrictions may be in sight, and we look forward to meeting and training with
you all again soon! Remember to check out the Vince Morris Facebook page!

Kissaki-Kai International Weekend Seminar
www.kissakikarate.com/calendar

Training: 100 Euros for the weekend - 35 Euros per session
Some self-catering available in La Caumette, also local Bedarieux Air B&Bs

